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Dear Friends and Visitors, 

This is actually very recent, and it is startling. It is also eye-opening and necessary 

for Scriptural believers in the Most High and His Turah (Scripture) to know and 

understand. What we are about to reveal to you here is a short summary of the findings of 

Aviad Cohen regarding the coming microchip that is occurring in the land of YaH, the 

land of Y'shr'Al (Israel). Scriptural prophecy has much to say regarding this, and the 

debates on this subject continue to rage. But several things will become abundantly clear 

to the Scriptural believer by the end of this article. As our other resources in our section 

on The Government of YaH explain, everything has been leading up to this critical point 

in time. It is truly a mark that will separate those that are the people of YaH from those 

that are not. 

A newspaper from Y'shr'Al (Israel) is what sparked an email forward sent out by 

Aviad Cohen on this subject. The Ma’ariv newspaper showed that Israel (the state 

government – not the people of YaH) will be the first to force a microchip known as 

“RFID” to be placed surgically within the hands of the nation’s people. Aviad noted an 

important lesson from the 1940’s, in which the French Vichy government had forced 

Jews to have identification cards inscribed with “Juif” (Jew) on them. Now of course, we 

explained in another article that this is no different than a birth certificate, driver’s 

license, or otherwise. Throughout history, the branding of slaves through the use of hot 

iron brands, handing them documents, cards, and yellow star badges, governments have 

kept a tight hold upon those they “think” belong to them. But YaH created us free, 

created a free-to-roam planet, and calls His people to be His. We are to be under His 

identification. And as Aviad explained in his recent email to many people, we will soon 

have to choose whose identification we are going to submit to. Will it be the nations’ 

governments, or the Sovereignty of YaH? Indeed, we would love to discard all 

identification apart from our written oath to YaH. However, that will have to wait till 

YaH delivers us from this system. May it be soon.  

As Aviad visited a friend of his and looked at the Ma’ariv newspaper of 

11/14/2008, his friend translated it. The writings of this particular paper proclaim that the 

government of “Israel” has passed (or are in the process of passing) a statute of law 

which will require those within their land and government to receive the RFID microchip 

in their hands. Naturally, a lot of people would be shocked by this. Aviad wondered how 

the survivors of the holocaust would feel… having to face a similar situation under such 

new laws and obvious punitive measures to those who resist this. But it is no shock to our 

family. As we speak, numerous places of the world are choosing to have microchips in 

their hands. In the beginning, when Y'shr'Al (Israel) was a people set apart from the other 

nations, they were exalted above the other nations and the nations respected Y'shr'Al 

(Israel). But the state of “Israel” today will be as the other nations in the implementation 

of this RFID microchip. 

Cohen had made some insights regarding the reaction of this by the majority of 

people living in the land of YaH today. As unbelievers or secularists, most will not see 

how prophecy speaks with regards to the Sovereignty of YaH. As in the rest of the 

nations, the majority of the population will think that this RFID microchip is a great 

addition to their bodies. Logically speaking, the majority of the world will see the 

microchip as convenient to carry their identification and exchange in commerce. They 

will see it as a deterrent to illegal immigration, identity theft, and the volatility of separate 

national currencies. The one world government and economy will be welcomed with 

open arms. And of course, that is what Dani’Al (Daniel) said would happen. 

If you have read some of our other articles dealing with the Sovereignty of YaH 

versus the governments of this world, we need not explore this subject too much. So we 

will wrap things up with the final thoughts and sights which Aviad thought about. We 



might wonder what the reaction will be by those who truly love YaH and His Turah 

(Scripture). We might wonder how we will survive this coming persecution and preach to 

the multitudes about the truth of the Turah (Scripture). Indeed, it will be awesome to be 

alive in these coming days, and Scripture tells us that the Almighty guards and delivers 

His people. He exalts Himself in the witness of His people. He does it by what He does 

for them. 

Aviad adamantly states that he will be willing to lay down his life if this “forceful 

request by the Israeli government” to receive the RFID is asked of him. And those of us 

who truly believe in the Sovereignty of YaH and Scripture must make up our minds now 

in prayer and in fasting as to what our determination will be. May YaH give us a special 

measure of anointing and strength for this coming microchip persecution. 

In the final words of Aviad’s message, he notes that on the top half of the first two 

pages of the Ma’ariv newspaper, there is a large eye looking at the reader. George Orwell 

understood the concept of the “big brother” governments of the nations watching each of 

us with a close eye. It is an evil eye. And while many in “Israel” today believe that the 

“evil eye” is attributed to YaH Most High, the truth is that the eye of YaH is a perfect, 

loving and compassionate one. He watches over His people in truth and in love. It is the 

governments of the nations who have an evil eye. But unlike the people of “Israel” who 

fear the “evil eye,” we fear only the Most High. 

Aviad also saw that the cover of this newspaper had someone in the dark, 

standing in a yellow spotlight, who was being followed by a “robotic hand with red 

sensors on its fingertips.” And at the top left there is a reference to George Orwell’s 1984 

book, with “Ha Akh ha Gadul,” meaning “the Brother/Friend who is High/Great” written 

underneath. Truly, we are in the days of the “Big Brother” who rules this present world’s 

governments. Who is this “Big Brother?” Not some “fallen angel” that Christianity 

teaches and is not found in the Turah (Scripture). Rather, it is the nations and 

governments that have conspired against the prophecies of the Turah (Scripture), against 

the Most High, and against those who associate with the Most High and His Law. They 

present their governments as a “friend” or “brother” who only has our best interests in 

mind. They have slick tongues, they give us a choice of fraudulent leaders who ask us to 

place a checkmark by their name, and promise us that a one world government, economy, 

and identification will unite us in peace and prosperity. But sit tight, because we can 

almost smell the brimstone that is coming. Trust in YaH. 

YaH Khey (YaH lives), 

Sha'ul and Alish'bai 


